Raluca Popa, works

1.
Portrait of my husband
floor based sculpture, aluminium and steel
2016

2.
Still from the video Herisau
6 min. 51 sec., 2016
R, W
linocut (cover), pencil on paper in bound book, 56 pages, 22 x 15.8 x 1.5 cm
Sammlung Winterthur / Stadtbibliothek Winterthur, Switzerland
An attempt to read Robert Walser

3.
God’s Zeal, Paper, acrylic, oil pastel, 1x692 cm, 2015
* view from Two Titles / solo show / Rumänska kulturinstitutet, Stockholm
Curator: Jonatan Habib Engqvist
An object made of cut-out pages from the book “Gottes Eifer. Vom Kampf der drei Monotheismen” by Peter Sloterdijk,
Romanian translation

4.
I always wanted to be at the center (after Peter Handke)
Slide projection, 2015

5. 
Untitled (Timeline),
Wall drawing, dimensions variable; Charcoal, graphite
2015
Raluca Popa analyzes the fine nuances and lines of personal and collective
memory. In animations for Romanian film, she endows the drawing as note
and snapshot with a dimension of movement. For the exhibition she captures
scenes from Andrei Ujică’s cult film ‘Out of the Present’ (1997) in extensive wall
drawings that she developed on-site at the MAK.The film tells the story of
cosmonaut Sergei Krikalev, who spent the time of political transformation and
the ending of a historical epoch between May 1991 and March 1992 aboard
the space station MIR, while the power structure of the Soviet Union crumbled.
In film stills akin to drawings, Popa illuminates the tension between history
as spawned by reality and world politics, which seems to be writing fictional
narratives. (Vienna Biennale 2015 catalogue, Verlag für Moderne Kunst, 2015)
*view from the exhibition / MAK Austrian Museum of Applied Arts /
Contemporary Art / Vienna Biennale 2015: Ideas For Change

5. 
Untitled (Timeline),
Wall drawing, dimensions variable; Charcoal, graphite
2015
detail

6.
Pairs,
Drawing, pencil on paper
(J.B. 27,9 x 43, 1 cm; M.K. 35 x 55,8 cm; J.B. 27,9 x 43, 1 cm; B.J.A. 35 x 55,8 cm; J.B. 27, 9 x 43,1 cm); 2012-2015

*view from the exhibition / Other Rooms, Galeria Plan B, Cluj, 2015; Curator: Diana Marincu

7. 
Männerakt,
Graphite, charcoal, Site-specific
2014
This work, Männerakt, revisits a work I made in the past, a wall drawing from 2011, based on a chapter
from Thomas Mann’s Der Zauberberg. A temporary site-specific work, the drawing was removed
afterwards.
Mann was recommending to his readers to read Der Zauberberg twice in order to understand it. Following
his advice, I wondered if I should reassess my previous work through a new wall drawing. By re-enacting
my previous drawing in a whole new context, I question the ways a new space and time transforms the
2011 work and if this act increases my initial understanding. On another level, the act of reassessment
echoes the human act of remembrance, but also of commemoration of the past. Throughout Mann’s
book, Hans Castorp – the main character, is a patient in a tuberculosis sanatorium located in a mountain
resort. His image of ‘a dependable man, […], who had long since lost track of where else he might go’ is
unexpectedly changed in the last chapter, where he suddenly goes to war. Apparently Castorp does not
leave but deserts the sanatorium, deserting all along even his old illness which has so far subordinated
him.
On this account, I balance Hans Castorp’s ‘outburst’ with an historic account – the case of Romanian
soldiers who, during The Great War, deserted their posts in Transylvania (then part of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire) to avoid fighting against their fellows, the Romanian army. Thus, between fiction and historic fact,
Männerakt functions as a poetic exploration of the ways an individual makes use of presence and absence,
communion and detachment when faced with questions related to nationality, identity, displacement. It
is the portrait of a deserter, a vulnerable, naked man observed on his long and lonely way in-between two
opposite realms – the one he forsakes and the other to which he feels attracted and persuaded to go.

*view from the exhibition / Leopold Museum, Vienna, 2013

8.
Männerakt,
Graphite, charcoal, Site-specific, 2014
detail

9.
Four human figures,
Pencil animation, 4 sec, loop; Edition of 4 + 1 AP each
2012
The project is based on a series of drawings made by
my father around 1965. The drawings are pencil etudes
of the human form. Each of them represents a young
person (pioneer) – seen standing, front or back, sitting
on a chair or directly on the floor, etc. The perspective
is frontal, somewhat flawed. The proportions are
sometimes unintentionally mistaken, exaggerated.
Here and there are noticeable erased traces of pencil,
when the drawing was faulty and then corrected.
After I found them, I wanted to do something with
or about them. For a year I tried to come up with an
idea, but couldn’t. Then I realized I don’t have to do
anything, interpret them or something, only show
them. They are made in a drawing book. Then I had
this idea that rotating around them with an invisible
camera would be like analyzing them and seeing the
parts you don’t usually see. I have decided to make
a classic pencil animation, drawing the initial figures
from every angle as to complete, by drawing, their
rotation. The animations are in a loop.

10.
Wild Goose Chase
Pencil drawing animation projected on tracing paper; 5 sec. Loop; Edition of 4 + 2 AP; 2011
Wild Goose Chase (2011), is a looped, five
second pencil drawing animation projected
onto tracing paper. A hat is blown along by
the wind, a walking stick appears, catches the
hat, and returns it to its original location. ‘Wild
Goose Chase’ originated from Popa’s research
on Mann’s The Magic Mountain, but was also
inspired by a photograph of the young Franz
Kafka, a contemporary of Mann. Both the
character in the book and Kafka wear a similar

hat and hold a walking stick. Popa uses these
drawings of ‘props’ to connect the novel and
performance to the animation, the image to
text, but there is also a lightness of touch and
humour which makes the film compelling
beyond its literary roots.
(Text by Emma Dean, curator; originally
published on Axisweb, a showcase of
contemporary art in UK)

11.
Untitled (Rope)
Black and white photograph; 60 x 50 cm
Edition of 2
2011

12.
Property, Wage and Strike,
Three test papers
1994/2013
*published in IDEA. Art + Society, #44, 2013

Raluca Popa often uses as a raw material of her works personal objects and documents, such
as drawing notebooks of her father or, presently, test papers from her middle school period.
Working on/with documents is a widely used practice among different artists, through different
methods, but it is perhaps most effective when interventions and minimal modifications,
sometimes unexpected, change the situation and enrich the spectrum of possible interpretations
with new perspectives.
For the insert column of this issue, Raluca Popa has chosen three test papers from her personal
archive of hundreds, which respond to three subject matters in the “civic culture” discipline:
property, wage and strike (all of them graded with the highest possible mark). The date when
these tests were written is crucial, since it was immediately after 1989, when these concepts
went through essential structural and symbolic modifications. The way these subjects are initially
analyzed, in a superficial and cold manner, mirrors not only the level of school expectations,
but also the inability and the frivolity with which these social changes were discussed in the
educational frame. For instance, as regards property, there is a complete lack of information and
meanings from the recent history of this subject matter. The fact that only 5 years ago, property
has meant something totally different in Romania is ignored.
We also notice a slight contradiction with the impression injected in the public consciousness,
according to which before 1989 these topics were treated erroneously or dishonestly, while
after 1989 we started to take them seriously or to discuss them in a correct manner. Thus, the
discussion moves from an object from personal connotations and nostalgia to a reflection upon
the changes through short-circuits that affected the generation to which Raluca Popa belongs.
Namely, a generation that lacks the possibility to analyze these changes and, for this reason, has
been left in a state of total amnesia and denial. (Ciprian Mureşan)

12.
Property, Wage and Strike,
Three test papers
1994/2013
detail
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